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Texas A&M-Corpus Christi President’s Recognition Dinner Honors Individuals, Businesses and Organizations

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS – Individuals, businesses and organizations were honored for cumulative contributions made to Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi during the President’s Recognition Dinner held Friday, Jan. 21, at the University.

Texas A&M-Corpus Christi’s Wall of Recognition is a lasting tribute to the individuals, families and organizations that have made significant contributions to the University since its beginning in 1947.

Honorees included the Estill Foundation and Ewing Halsell Foundation, Platinum Inner Circle of Excellence (gifts of $1,000,000 to $9,999,999); Karen and Larry Urban and Port Corpus Christi, Silver Inner Circle of Excellence (gifts of $250,000 to $499,999); Industrial Fabricators of Corpus Christi, The L C Foundation, Inc., Corpus Christi Roadrunners, Inc., Bronze Inner Circle of Excellence (gifts of $100,000 to $249,999); and Elizabeth Sefcik, Ph.D., Heritage Society (planned gifts).
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